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Abstract. Creating effective and compelling soundscapes for simulations is a 
challenging process that requires non-traditional tools and techniques outside 
the scope of standard production methods. In an immersive simulation, sound is 
at least as important as graphics; auditory cues can be heard from behind walls, 
around corners, and out of the line of sight. This paper describes a novel ap-
proach to interactive 3D sound design utilizing vision-based motion capture and 
multi-tiered, configurable loudspeaker delivery. 
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1   Introduction 

Sound is well understood in the film industry to be at least “50 percent of the experi-
ence” and as such a great deal of time and money are put into the scoring and sound 
designing of a major film production.  Films are then released into sound treated 
rooms with powerful surround systems and bass transducers that can envelope the 
listener in an intense aural and tactile experience to complete the visual display on the 
screens in front of them. 

It can be argued that sound is even more important in an interactive, multi-modal, 
and fully immersive simulation. Sound is an essential form of communication and can 
be used in both verbal and non-verbal forms, and in abstract and naturalistic presenta-
tions. Abstract sounds are used in many aspects of simulation and in general computer 
interaction. “Beeps and boops” let the user know when new messages or processes 
may require attention or some form of action. These sounds may also provide feed-
back when a user has made an erroneous command or has added a new device to a 
system. Naturalistic sounds are more common in gaming and simulation and may 
provide environmental details whereas linguistic sounds can give direct commands 
and communications to the user [1]. 

In fully immersive environments, sound provides a truly 360 degree, 3D sense. 
Humans can detect sounds all around them, in front or behind, as well as above and 
below head level. Eyes cannot see through walls or around corners but ears can hear 
sounds that are occluded by such obstructions thus providing a unique source of in-
formation that would otherwise be unavailable. Sound has been shown to greatly  
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increase a sense of immersion and presence in simulation and is an essential compo-
nent for situational awareness [2].  Additionally, temporal acuity is an order of magni-
tude greater with hearing than it is with sight in the human system and as such can be 
an essential first indicator of an important cue or event in a simulation or real-world 
situation [3]. 

Sound design is the art and science of capturing, synthesizing, mixing, integrating, 
and delivering sound into a particular form of media.  Interactive, immersive simula-
tion is one of the most challenging environments for a sound designer.  Unlike a  
linear product such as film, a sound designer must craft the audio in such a way as to 
be responsive to unexpected and oftentimes unpredictable interactions. Where a sound 
designer for a film can hear the final product and tweak every last sound, a sound  
designer for interactive simulation will never hear a final product.  Every time a simu-
lation is run, a different set of outcomes and interactions will change the overall pres-
entation of sound. 

In order to provide a sound designer of interactive simulations with tools that can 
facilitate a successful outcome and effective final product, new capabilities must be 
developed that allow the designer to work in an environment similar to the listeners’ 
environment.  In other words, the sound designer must be able to design within the 
actual immersive and interactive world. 

This paper provides an overview of the production pipeline for the sound design of 
interactive simulation and describes two new approaches for the integration and  
delivery of sound. 

2   Audio Production Pipeline for Simulation 

The sound design process for interactive simulation can be summed up in four main 
steps: capture and synthesis, mixing and mastering, integration, and delivery.  The 
first two steps utilize standard production hardware and software and are consistent 
with most other media projects that have a sound design component.  The final two 
steps require tools and processes that differ greatly from standard production and as 
such require a certain amount of research and innovation to produce a quality product. 

2.1   Capture and Synthesis 

Capture consists of recording (in the field or in the studio), gathering sound effects 
from available libraries, and synthesizing sounds utilizing hardware and software syn-
thesizers.  Field recording refers to on-location capturing of various kinds of sound 
effects or environmental sounds.  This is typically done with mobile recording devices 
such as the Sony PCM-D1 or similar units.  Field recording is essential for the capture 
of authentic soundscapes (some examples could include ambience in a remote forest, 
a dense urban cityscape, a shooting range, etc.).  Studio recording is used for the  
isolated capture of discrete sound events such as voice or Foley (the recording of 
sounds to videos or animations, e.g. footsteps).  The controlled environment of studio 
recording allows for a clean capture of very specific sound effects which can later be 
mixed into a larger soundscape. 
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Some sound effects cannot be captured because of budget or other practical limita-
tions.  These sounds can often be retrieved from sound effects libraries. For instance, 
if a simulation requires the sound of a 50 caliber machine gun, arranging to record 
this kind of sound will take a good deal of time, money, planning, and other logistical 
concerns. Adequate recordings of such sounds already exist in effects libraries that 
can be purchased for a greatly reduced cost. Finally, some sounds that may be neces-
sary for a simulation don’t exist in nature. For simulations that require abstract sounds 
(such as various kinds of “beeps and boops”), synthesis is a good approach.  Synthesis 
can also be used to add an extra effect to real world sounds.  For instance, most  
recordings of gun shots fail to capture the haptic component of a weapon being fired. 
A crafty sound designer can add a low-frequency “hit” into the sound of a gun firing 
to provide a richer and more true-to-life effect. 

2.2   Mixing and Mastering 

Mixing and mastering is the process during which all captured, gathered, or synthe-
sized sounds are brought together and output to a set of finalized audio files that will 
be used in the simulation.  Some sounds may be as simple as a single footstep while 
others may be 5 minute long, richly layered ambient tracks. This is the last step in the 
standard production process that a sound designer for simulation follows and in  
many instances this is the last step where a sound designer may be able to exert  
creative control. 

2.3   Integration 

Integration is the process where all sound effects are made accessible to the game 
engine or controlling code.  Depending on the tools available to the sound designer, 
this could be as simple as handing over a folder with audio files to a programmer, or it 
could be a much more involved process using audio toolkits, scripting engines, or 
other methods of integration.  The manner in which this is handled can be the differ-
ence between an elegant presentation of sound or a repetitive and annoying auditory 
experience.  If the sound designer does not have the proper tools to test and tweak at 
this stage, the end product will suffer as a result. 

2.4   Delivery 

Delivery is the method through which sound goes from the computer to the user’s 
ears. This can involve the use of headphones, loudspeakers, tactile transducers,  
hypersonic sound devices and other technologies.  The main challenge for anyone 
designing sound for gaming and simulation is that it may not be known what hard-
ware the end user will use.  There are standards for movie theatres and even though 
the quality among them may vary, there is at least a minimum of expectation for what 
the delivery system will be. Sound designers for simulation cannot depend upon such 
expectations. As such, the delivery of sound must be made scalable to accommodate a 
wide variety of delivery formats. Even when simulation is not intended to be distrib-
uted and may only be experienced in set environments, the specific environments may 
vary greatly from the controlled space of a mixing room. For example, the final prod-
uct may be in an elaborate MOUT facility or it may be a travelling simulation that is 
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to be displayed at convention centers or exhibitions.  These factors must be consid-
ered and addressed by the sound designer and resolved either programmatically or 
through creative hardware configurations. 

3   Integration: XACT and Motion Capture 

The integration process developed at the Media Convergence Laboratory (MCL) 
combines off the shelf technology and custom designed tools to place as much control 
as possible in the sound designer’s hands. The XACT sound toolkit which is a part of 
Microsoft’s XNA suite is utilized for the first step of the integration process. XACT 
allows the sound designer to create wave and sound banks from a collection of .wav 
files. The designer can create individual cues that reference one or multiple sounds 
within the banks. A number of built in features give the sound designer specific  
interactive controls that would typically be hard coded by a programmer and an audi-
tioning feature that allows the designer to preview the results. Below is a brief list of a 
few key features currently being utilized by MCL’s team: 

• Looping 
• Randomized playback 
• Randomized pitch and volume shifting 
• Distance attentuation 
• Global dynamic variables 

The XACT toolkit provides an excellent set of controls for the sound designer,  
especially for real-time and interactive audio cues.  However, it still does not provide 
the designer with the ability to tweak and alter sounds from within the simulation  
environment. 

3.1   Motion Capture 

One of the biggest challenges for visual designers is the translation of motion capture 
to the simulation environment.  Animations that may look good inside of Motion-
Builder, Maya, or 3D Studio Max don’t always translate properly to the actual simula-
tion.  This problem can be compared to the issues that sound designers face when the 
audio in a traditional production environment sounds much different than it does once 
integrated.  Motion-captured animations are essentially pre-scripted sequences that 
can be triggered at certain times and looped if necessary.  There is a similar need for 
these types of sequences in sound design.  For instance, in a given simulation there 
may be a certain time when two helicopters are triggered to fly past each other.  One 
way to handle this may be to place the sound of a helicopter on each model and when 
they are triggered, the sound moves with the models across the scene. This approach 
rarely yields satisfactory results.  Ideally, the sound designer would be able to work 
directly in the environment and, by hand, move an evolving sound from its start to 
stop points. 
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Fig. 1. Sound Designing with Motion Tracking 

The system designed by MCL allows the sound designer to do just this. Utilizing 
two inexpensive motion-capture cameras and retroreflective objects, the sound de-
signer can attach a sound or sounds to a node or nodes and move them in real-time 
across the 3D space to achieve the precise effect desired for a given situation. In many 
instances, there are sounds that have no virtual model associated with them. For  
instance, in a given simulation it may be appropriate to have birds flying around 
through the soundscape. Hand crafted audio animations can be created while monitor-
ing their effects in real-time to create a very compelling and realistic sounding spatial 
effects for this type and many other scenarios. 

The system is designed to be size-scalable such that a sound designer can create a 
200 foot long animation by merely moving a retroreflective object 20 centimeters. In 
other words, the animations can be created without having to get out of a chair and 
can be done on a desk table. 

4   Delivery: Configurable Speaker Placement 

Most audio APIs such as OpenAL or Creative’s EAX don’t provide support for alter-
nate speaker arrangements. Speaker set-up is therefore determined by the sound card 
software. Typical sound cards will provide support for traditional set-ups including 
headphones all the way up to 7.1 configurations. However, it is assumed that the 
speakers will be set up on a single plane and according to conventional guidelines. 
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One huge limitation of these configurations is the inability to simulate sound in the y 
axis (i.e. above and below head level).  For 3D simulation it is essential to have true 
3D sound. This cannot be achieved with a single tier of speakers. 

The system developed at MCL allows for the placement of speakers in non-
standard configurations, including multiple tiers. Each individual output channel on a 
sound card can be assigned a specific location in 3D space. If a simulation is  
designed such that the user will remain still then the user location can be assumed to 
be stationary. However, if the simulation requires that the user move through out a 
physical environment, the user must be tracked and their location should affect the 
way in which the sounds are spatialized. In the system described here, this is handled 
by a ListenerObject which can either be placed at the point of origin (for desktop 
simulations with a stationary user) or can be placed on the user (for immersive simu-
lations with a mobile user). The spatialization algorithm accounts for both the speaker 
locations and the user location in order to determine the output. 

The most computationally and algorithmically complex part of the rendering pipe-
line is the spatialization computation for spatialized channels. The essence of the  
algorithm is the computation of a table of attenuation factors for each combination of 
source and speaker on that channel. This table is computed once per iteration of the 
channel thread, and then each sample in the block of samples read in that iteration is 
multiplied by the appropriate attenuation factor in the table. The computation of the 
attenuation factors is based on the techniques for spatialization described in [4];  
the essence of it is that the dot product of the vector to the source and the vector to the 
speaker is used for attenuation, so that speakers in exactly the direction of the source 
play the sample at full volume, and the attenuation factor increases based on an in-
creasing angle until at a difference of 90 degrees, the sample contributes nothing to 
that speaker. This also means that speakers at an angle of greater than 90 degrees—
i.e., speakers in the opposite direction of the source, will not play those samples; this 
does lead to undesireable artifacts—for example, a sudden and jarring transition from 
the speakers on the left to those on the right when a source moves past the origin 
along the x-axis—but the simplicity of the technique makes it a desirable one to use 
despite the artifacts associated with it, and such effects can be avoided as long as the 
sound designer is careful to avoid having sources move very close to the origin. 
(OpenAL seems to exhibit the same artifacts, so it seems likely that the approach here 
is typical of spatialized audio applications.)  

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

Sound is crucial element in immersive simulation and should be given the same kind 
of consideration and effort as its visual counterparts.  Providing sound designers with 
tools that facilitate the process and cater to the particularities of simulation will result 
in more effective and immersive simulations. 

The current integration method described in this paper is a first step towards a bet-
ter production process for sound design in simulation.  Sound orientation has not yet 
been developed as part of this technique but should most definitely be implemented in 
the future.  Additionally, a system that can self calibrate speaker locations without the 
need for measurement and placement within the scripting code would be a very useful 
development. 
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